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“When in Apelles’ studio, Alexander talked often about painting though he had no 
specialist knowledge, and Apelles used to advise him politely to keep quiet, saying that 
the lads who ground the colours were laughing at him” 
Pliny The Elder Natural History Book XXXV, Chapter XXXXVI 
In Pliny. Natural History: A Selection. John F. Healy, Trans. London. Penguin Books. 
1991. 

 
 
 
From some obscured surface in the distance, a large, immaterial pinkish circle appears: 

the glow of a headlight. An American car enters the deserted parking structure. It rolls 

slowly toward us and stops. Two men get out. After a moment of reflection, the first one 

launches into an incoherent rant about the top chinese dog, Mao tse Tung, Fu Manchu 

and everybody else, that jerk Karl Marx, and finally something about his father, who 

gave him some good advice. He seems a little worn-down. The other man, Cosmo, 

watches him emotionless, then says: Do yourself a favor and get out of here. You’re an 

amateur. Flo pulls himself together, gets in his car, and leaves without a word. Another 

John Cassavetes oddity? Why, in this sequence from Killing of a Chinese Bookie (1976-

1978), does the killer charged with offing Cosmo Vitelli suddenly abort his mission 

without a single apparent motive? Should we attribute this episode to the annals of 

unpredictable behaviour, or the unknowableness of creatures? Or to a desire for the good 

and the just that overcomes the killer at the moment of execution — to a spontaneous 

individual morality? In sum, to understand the characters’ actions here, do we need to 

subordinate them to some ethical instance or to a human sentimentality that the film 

assumed in advance and didn’t bother to stage. Before we turn our attention to the 

marvels of the unknown, to opaque beauty, or to some off-screen narrative for 

explanation, we should be sure we have looked at the images and considered the nature 

of their connections. 
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I. THE COSMIC SHIELD. 

 
Preceding sequence: 



At his nightclub, the Crazy Horse West, Cosmo (Ben Gazzara) watches the girls dancing 

on stage. Having just returned from assassinating the Chinese bookie, he comes back to 

his club to make sure everything’s okay. He’s got a bullet in his stomach, but it doesn’t 

stop him from taking the time to have a drink and watch the show. At the heart of the 

series of shot/reverse shots that unite Cosmo to the scene on stage, two shots of the 

gangster, Flo (Tim Carey) are almost surreptitiously inserted. He has come to lure Cosmo 

out of the club, take him away, and off him. If Flo’s arrival seems more like an addition 

to the scene than a physical entrance into the space, it’s because, contrary to what 

generally distinguishes Cassavetes’ style, this sequence is bathed in continuity. In 

addition to the lines of Mr. Sophistication’s song, there is a curious geometrical shape 

runs through these shots. Flo leans against a red crossbeam—the beam that in the 

following shot transforms into a luminous vertical vermillion ray, a strange arm, out of 

focus in such a way as to appear nearly florescent. It seems nearly as if it must have been 

scratched onto the film itself, remaining resolutely foreign to the spaciality of the image 

(whose subject is a blond dancer, Margo, moved forcibly into the background by this 

surface bar), redoubling its bursting color and its width through the length of the entire 

frame. This powerful ray, that one could easily imagine being produced by the film’s 

unspooling in a particularly bright projector, then divides up, and reappears next in the 

counter-shot of Flo, as the two red pillars framing him. It comes back in the geometrical 

abstraction of horizontal and vertical bars—still red—on the bottom of the stage where 

Cosmo’s fiancée, Rachel (Azizi Johari), is dancing. Simultaneously, another repetition of 

the fundamental geometrical motif is associated, in part with the circle of white light into 

which each of the dancers at Crazy Horse West enters and dances one by one, and in part 

by with what constitutes the most intense and stupefying figurative phenomenon of the 

sequence—or of the whole film, in fact: the immense sphere or red light suspended above 

Cosmo, who, having noticed Flo, goes toward him and sits at his table. This huge ball of 

colored matter constitutes the shot’s true subject, which simply describes Cosmo’s 

movement toward Flo and the beginning of their conversation. Your club’s fabulous. 

Thanks, my girls are good. In the next shot, Flo asks Cosmo to play a game of matches, 

then to go outside to talk to his friends. Cosmo refuses: not now, I have a little problem. 

Then Rachel, nude, moves forward on the stage, leans toward Cosmo who grabs 



her hand and kisses it, promising, affectionately, to get her a diamond ring. 
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The violent red sphere that accompanies Cosmo is, above all, the result of an optical 

phenomenon that the cinematography had already partially formalized: diffraction. 

Technically, it’s created by a beam from an invisible source whose light strikes the 

camera’s lens—the lens and its red filter color the entirety of the nightclub sequence, 

provoking the emergence of this halo whose considerable size and proximity is 

obscured—as is it origin, and its beam. The cone of white light transforms into an 

autonomous red sphere, floating free in space. Its amplitude, its insistence throughout the 

shot’s duration, its insistent tint, the way that it plays with Cosmo’s body—at one 

moment beside him, then behind, then at another in front of him—its visual autonomy, 

detaches this luminous event from its historical origins, that is, from the use of diffraction 

as materialist punctuation in the cinema of the 60s: those ‘bedazzlements’ (barbagli) 

whose use Pasolini denounced from 1965 on (albeit he continued to use them for some 

time after) because of their rhetorical character1. 
 
 

The sphere’s position in the image, its form, its color, and the welcoming sense 

created by the plasticity of its enigmatic presence make it enter into the circulation of 

signs that welcomes it but does not exhaust it. It appears first off as a monumental drop 

of blood engorged by Cosmo’s ability to stave off death. In leaving the bookie’s house, 

Cosmo had been shot — in the back, if we’re to believe the montage, in the stomach, if 

we’re to believe the last shot of the murder scene showing him wounded and collapsed 

on a low bed like a shroud. Whichever it is, Cosmo’s actions and the shutout Ben 

Gazzara serve to make us forget completely that the Bookie describes nothing other than 

the agony of an anatomically impossible figure—a figure who denies his relationship to 

death. That he’s in denial is something that’s evident everywhere and throughout, 

perhaps in the form of this bloody halo that marks Cosmo as an enormous symptom. 

When Flo proposes that he and Cosmo play a game of matches, one can’t help



but recall a similar version of this scene in the metaphysical games of L'Année dernière à 

Marienbad (Resnais, 1961,) or Det sjunde inseglet (Bergman, 1957,) where Western 

Thought directly appends to death the anthropological value of distraction. This is the 

tradition that Goethe draws in reporting scene of the ancient prototype which here plays 

out between club owner and a gangster: black letters which appear red in the light of the 

setting sun are a phenomenon of the same order. Perhaps we might insert under the same 

category the story where the drops of blood appeared on the table at which Henry IV of 

France had seated himself to play a game of dice with the Duke de Guise2. 
 
 
Menace, pain and death all spin in this ball, but not only in the guise of a chromatic 

metaphor whose cultural significance is acquired outside of the film itself. The optic ball 

appears here as the principal manifestation of a certain number of visual phenomena 

established through connections as singular as they are deeply emeshed. For example, a 

second phenomenon of continuity, rare for Cassavetes, operates through the repetition of 

shots: the montage repeats two shots of Cosmo (same frame, same angle, same lighting) 

and two shots of Flo just before their meeting, in a maximum stabilization of the film, 

practically consolidated in itself. Third phenomenon: a connection of movements links 

Margo, the blond stripper who begins a dance step, to Rachel who finishes the movement 

which ends in ends in vaporous white veils within which the two girls dance, whirl and 

fall. This conjunction of movement, nearly transgressive for Cassavetes in the way it 

mingles bodies, produces a triple effect. First, it definitively blurs the space: Margo 

comes out onto the stage of the Crazy Horse West, but where is the platform Rachel 

dances on, who sees her, for whom is she dancing? The conjunction does away with 

distance; the girls are dancing together, wherever it is they may be. Second, it qualifies 

nudity: Rachel is part of the dance troupe, but she offers herself to only one person, to 

Cosmo, as a kind of private, affective nudity which undermines the logic of labor within 

which the other dancers remain inscribed. Finally, and above all, as a collective action, 

Rachel’s gesture appears synthetic: all the girls are dancing for Cosmo and it is Rachel 

who brings him this dance, which is less is not so much a spectacle as it is a ritual and a 

gestural device. Fundamentally, it serves to save Cosmo by defusing his assassin. 

 
 
This sequence recalls  an ancient archetype: that of the female warrior. 



The figural and non-diegetic status of the troupe fighting against the Mafia allies 

Cosmo’s girls to the myth of the Amazons—and herein lies the significance of the Crazy 

Horse West’s original name3 —but the singling out of Rachel and the tenderness that 

reigns here evokes even more strongly certain large feminine biblical figures who, in the 

name of a collective cause, are capable of killing a man with the aide help of a dance, a as 

their filter, or a ruse. Here we find the modern version of some of the legendary traits 

associated with Judith and Holophernes (the bloody platter), Salomé and John the Baptist 

(the debilitation of the hero), and Yaïl and Sisera4. Yaïl kills Sisera, a common enemy, in 

his sleep—and here Flo’s remark about Cosmo’s “fabulous place” comes back to 

underscore the oneric ambiance, created by the pink and red filters in which the sequence 

is awash; she kills him, once she’s offered him hospitality—in the same way that Flo is 

treated as a guest in the club; she offers him milk—Flo has a drink; she hides him behind 

her cloak—Flo is enveloped in red, but still always relative to something he is beneath:  

—the shot, the show, the stage, Rachel; it pierces his temple in the manner of a stake 

securing a tent. Here comes back in the curious motif of the verticle carmine bars on 

which Flo leans. Of course, this isn’t a matter of subordinating the Chinese Bookie’s 

figuration to biblical iconography; but rather of demonstrating that, contrary to the 

infinitesimal narrative charge that would seem to suggest this scene’s insignificance—or 

at best, its function as a mere transition—the visual situation Cassavetes elaborates here 

packs the shots full of a formidable mythic potential that indexes the bodies directly onto 

the plasticity of the image. This sequence does not enact a physical death; it instead 

reassembles the formal conditions necessary for the emptying out of a masculine body, 

skinned of its narrative program, and re-stuffed with an affective straw, an emptying out 

which will determine its later course, in the parking garage. This moment in the Chinese 

Bookie, then, is no minor transition; no parenthetical sequence, it is an actual action scene 

—a strictly feminine action, an action entirely redefined by the descriptive in the way it 

locates its means and its resolution through the particular status accorded to values of 

plasticity—among the very first of which is color. 
 

If there were any doubt about the rigor of Cassavetes’ visual intentionality, one 

need only consider the treatment he reserves for a particularly ambiguous motif: the halo 

of the car headlights. The sequence in the parking structure opens on the pinkish, diffused 



halo of one of Flo’s headlights. Later, after the affective disjunction, when Flo is pulling 

retreating from the battlefield, the shot is wholly devoted to describing how the two halos 

of his headlights cross to form but a single one, and to how, in this luminous confusion, a 

second car, driven by Mort (Seymour Cassel,) suddenly appears, takes up the torch 

passed to it, pulls forward through the darkness following the exact same path, but with 

glimmering headlights, frothing in light, that produce no aura whatsoever. Twelve shots 

later, Cosmo shoots down Mort, essentially by means of a sonic montage. Finally, the 

third car, the one that belongs to the killer who will pursue Cosmo through the warehouse 

floors. It is on the same path: it pulls forward, headlights on, visually announcing the 

capable efficiency of its driver—above which, through the reframing of the shot, comes a 

blinking, a pinkish little spot that bodes poorly for his for his chances against Cosmo. 
 
 

The figurative phenomenon seems to locate itself in a clear form: this great 

luminous disk that hovers above Cosmo and protects him resembles nothing other than a 

shield, an aegis whose name in Greek signifies all at once storm cloud, tempest and 

armor. The figurative battle that plays out between the “girls” and the Mafia recalls, in 

fact, a very old paradigm: the one that pits Aries, god of war and spilled blood (think here 

of the Mafia bloodbath/murder scenes from B movies), against Athena, bearer of the 

Aegis and goddess, not so much of war as of creative energy and lifesaving force5
 

(experimental dimension of the film, renewal of the representation of the act, of the body 

and of the cause). Cosmo’s sphere, welcoming, hospitable, and encompassing the forces 

of continuity that open up in the sequence, would thus function as a symbolic rotation, a 

turning that transforms aggression into defense, bleeding into vital flux, and description 

into action. In a profound way, this assumes that the optic be conceived as gesture and as 

force, a proposition conception affirmed all the more seriously in that the action color 

makes possible is conveyed through nothing other than the sign of its own economy. The 

apparent intelligibility of human desires is a result of this confidence accorded to the 

chromatic, treated here as subject. 
 

The cosmic shield is thus the occasion for a powerful cinematic experience of 

color. But it is also obvious that up to this point, the phenomenon is seen through its 

borders, its circularity: cone, disk, ball, shield, revolution, color becomes clear primarily 



through the form in by which it manifests, and which, in some ways, controls or channels 

its figural, symbolic nature. Can it be discussed more directly? Is it possible to formulate 

the most acute analytic problem that color poses: that of exactitude? Of what is color 

capable, independent of form? Here the study of the chromatic phenomenon seems 

aligned to a concern with its functionality, this way in which that the red halo associates a 

formal, plastic economy with mythical figuration (symbolism) in order to affect the 

complete metamorphosis of a man’s body whose contour nonetheless remains intact; but 

what does this have to do with the nature of color, its presence, its substance? The 

vibration that it brings alive, the qualitative differences between its center and borders,  

the iridescence surrounding it, the invisibility of the cone responsible for its appearance, 

the way it plays on Cosmo’s body — are these are no more than secondary traits, things 

that color specifies, to be taken as secondary traits, as the plastic (formal) accessories of a 

symbolic, figural work related to associated with a new type of narrative? In other words, 

with regard to function, do color’s qualities only appear in cinema by way of analytical 

details? And on what attributes and properties—these untreatable infinities6 classically 

understood as to be what color is made up of made of—does cinema itself do its work? 
 

One area of cinematography is committed to problematizing filmic forms, to 

constituting them as subjects: experimental cinema, which maintains a privileged relationship 

to color, often conceived—in the legacy of directors who draw their inspiration from the 

context of industrial economy, from Eisenstein to Godard and passing through Nicolas Ray— 

as a war machine against the shackles of filmic norms, and above all, of course, against those 

of plot. Perhaps we could attempt an analysis, by looking to its sizable and largely unstudied 

corpus of instruments, propositions, and problematizing devices, to specify what it is color 

does in film, and to instrumentalize the observation. Is the foundational research offered by 

experimental cinema applicable? In establishing a historical perspective, would it not shed 

some light on the irruption and the qualities of Cassavetes’ great cosmic ball? 



 
 
II NON HARMONIC EXPERIENCES. 

 
The history of color in contemporary experimental cinema is that of an 

abandonment. It consists primarily of delinking the chromatic, of unhooking it from 

narrative, from the decorative and most of all from the metaphorical, no matter how 

powerful the symbolic hook: music, emotion or sensation. Early attempts at connection 

(those of the Italian futurists Arnaldo Ginna and Bruno Corra, Oskar Fischinger, Walter 

Ruttmann or Len Lye, inscribed in a long tradition of Correspondences7) which 

considered color in it’s plastic extensivity, as an indefinitely open material and first of 

all as music, were succeeded by less assured, somehow less euphoric attempts starting 

with the principles that color will not be referred to a domain other than itself, and that 

cinema helps us to not know what color is. Nevertheless, the tradition of 

Correspondences doesn’t disappear, it gets subsumed by cineasts aware of the history 

of their art such as John Whitney (Permutations, 1968, Arabesque, 1975) and, today, 

Jeffrey Scher (Reasons To Be Glad, 1980), Stephanie Maxwell (Please Don’t Stop, 

1982), and Thomas Steiner (Ikonostasis II, 1993). John Whitney named precisely this 

project of connection harmonic experience8. 

 
Mainly, however, the harmonic project will become marginal, even though 

 

Whitney’s films (Yantra, 1950-57, Lapis, 1963-66) or those of Jordan Belson (Allures, 
 

1961), the cinema will invent a hyper-metaphorical regime for color — films where the 

chromatic economy, rolling on a plastics of the point (optical unity, perspectival focus, 

atom, planet,) has to support everything, represent everything, the two infinites, material 

and mental, the here and the immediate, the elsewhere and the passage between each of 

these spheres9. But such projects dried up the availability of color for figuration, which 
 

the experimental cinema will proceed to work on in its very problematic literality. How 

do we go from a logic of experimentation with color to an economy which puts the 

chromatic to the test? If it were necessary to name a date when color trembled in the 

experimental cinema, it would be 1943. Color becomes a pure problem in Dwinell 

Grant’s Color Sequence (1943, 1’58”) a film made of monochrome shots. To the point of 



becoming unwatchable. Grant found his film too disquieting and did not show it for 30 

years10. 
 

 
[FIGURE 5] 

 
 
John Whitney, Permutations (1966) 

 
Grant had made Contrathemis : Composition II in 1941 and would later make 3 

 

Themes in variation : Composition IV, 1945, pictorially inspired films borrowing from 

El Lissitzky and László Moholy-Nagy’s lexicon, which worked their plastic parameters 

in the same way as Fischinger’s abstract films— but without music as a motivation for 

their development — that is to say, by subordinating color to geometric form (circles, 

squares and rectangles, but also cones and points) the importance of which is its 

trajectory through the frame. Grant’s interest in kinetic volumes manifests itself in 

Composition IV, which was supposed to produce a stereoscopic effect, given proper 

screening conditions. Color Sequence (2’30) constitutes the formal inverse of such 

volumetric research, it abandons all figurative spatiality and delivers color directly to the 

shot. A monochrome blue blinks deep and then lighter, a monochrome red blinks with 

pink, then pink with blue, then with yellow, the colors of the spectrum are represented 

one after the other, but without an order, red comes back most frequently. The shades 

first freed find their regular slope of inclination towards the black and extinguish 

themselves, a flash is produced in the cut to the following monochrome, sometimes in 

habited by a halo, a more intense central focus. The flicker accelerates and then stops. In 

a very pure way, Color Sequence deals simultaneously with nuances of shade, luminosity 

and texture created by the passage of different durations of color apprehended in a space 

of enlargement, the screen. Shining from a light that attests to its optical character, 

presented in succession, without any gradation other than that of speed, Color Sequence 

color triply models color. The action of enlargement remains on the order of shade in the 

detail of the monochrome shot; as in Composition IV where it will be unframed, a halo 

discretely illuminated a pan over the colored surface, a nuanced solution allowing the 

introduction of chromatic variation without creating a field effect due to the out of focus 

produced. The transition from one nuanced monochrome to the next, whether tonal, 



complementary, or different is treated either as a violent abolition, or in a more 

unexpected way, through superimposition. A trace of the previous monochrome remains 

visible in the following one, a blue memory insists in the red surface, the screen declares 

itself as what it is: a space, not only of objective succession (successivity,) but of 

concrete accumulation. On this surface, the colors do not replace one another, don’t 

mutually chase each other, they deposit themselves, they assemble themselves according 

to modalities of linkage that on the one hand preserve the surface and on the other only 

belong to themselves : nuance is a temporal trace.  Finally, by taking up with color the 

question of optical dilation and contraction of cinematographic space elaborated in black 

and white at the beginning of Rythmus 21 (Hans Richter, 1921, 4’)— a question which 

will later be literally ruled by the effects of architectural balance invented in Peter 

Kubelka’s Adebar (1954, 2’ 30”) — Color Sequence introduces the projective nature of 

the cinematographic image. Color engenders effects of expansion that creates a sense of 

foreground. Chromatic influence, a subtle product of the encounter between 

monochromes that materialize themselves with the acceleration of the shots, transforms 

the screen, a surface of reception, into a focus, a space of irradiation. Color thus, 

presented in its simplest state of solid monochrome, finds itself differentiated from itself 

under the action of a triple discontinuity: enlargement, which kneads it; linkage which 

enriches it; speed, which makes it dynamic. The converging effects of these 

discontinuities never cease interjecting diversity in the singular. Color Sequence 

introduces a cinematic polychromaticism. It invents a new property of color, vividity, 

which is not the quality of saturation, but rather the way color resists being internally 

mismatched. 

 
To our knowledge, the only antecedent to Dwinell Grant’s film is Werner Graeff ’s 

Komposition I/22 (1922, 2’30,’’) an abstract film the color score for which was written by 
the author by not realized until 1977. On a intense black background monochromatic 
squares appear one after the other in a temporal rhythm calculated according to various 
spatial values11. Delicate textures, more like aquarelle than gouache, turquoise, cadmium 
yellow, or green, the squares occupy a minor part of the field successively, like a detail 
suddenly placed in space. Red, this time the  



square comes from the center and enlarges itself to the extreme, it’s limit being the 
preservation of a margin that confirms the limit — not covering over the blackness of the 
field in. It’s not red, it’s a vermillion square. The colored apparitions do not overlap and with 
the exception of the red square, they do not occupy the same part of the screen, in short, they do 
not enter into proper linkages. One instant the colors illuminate the field by clarifying 
geometric properties (homogenous planarity, divisibility, illusory volumes in the foreground 
and in the depths) and say nothing about themselves. In Komposition I/22, colors demonstrate 
local characteristics and construct the unity of a space that quickly swallows them. In spite of 
having a common plasticity (monochrome, flicker, the syntactic role of black) and a similar 
visual elegance, Dwinell grant’s films and Werner Graeff’s mark two opposite poles of 
research on color. Komposition I/22 makes colors an efficient instrument of affirmation of the 
plane that completely exceeds them; Color Sequence takes them as subject and works with time 
to dismantle color. Dwinelle Grant’s radical experiment accomplishes the gesture of a first 
disarticulation of identity that sends color back to the register of dissemblance. We will see 
how the project of disarticulating color expends itself in the films of Malcolm Le Grice, Paul 
Sharits, Rose Lowder and Christian Lebrat. In what concerns colors one must not neglect the 
variegated and ill--‐defined: the Aristotelian recommendation12, even if it is technical and 
doubtlessly apocryphal, says something about what will become experienceable in color as 
realized by the cinema. Neither palette, nor repertoire, nor power nor match, color emerges in 
contemporary experimental film as a great critical resource, first of all of itself. 
 
1. Color as Polemical Form 
 
Color’s critical intervention in experimental cinema knows at least 6 modes that constitute 
the axes of problem sets, not categories. This is the case for the first among these modes, within 
which color operates as a polemical form. With a slight denegation, Pliny turns to an extreme 
use of color linked to destruction and death: For now are we come to enamel and paint those 
things [warships] that are in danger to perish and be cast away every hour; so we need not 
marvel any longer, that the coffin going in with a corpse to the funeral is richly painted13. 
Beyond its ornamental aspect color is an essential element in the anthropology of war, not only 
under the heading of threats or danger signals (war paint, banners) but also as a weapon. The 
practices that we are about to observe reveal, more or less avowedly preform the elementary 
gesture of defilement. In Hollis Frampton’s Artificial Light, color is a glob of spit. P. Adams 
Sitney describes the film14 as a series of twenty plastic attacks on the short black and white 
film sequence repeating in a loop “portrait shots of a group of young New York artists.” Of 
these twenty disfigurations ten are achieved chromatically. Let us enumerate them following 
Sitney. The fourth repetition has the person’s eyes painted blue and the mouth painted red. The 
in the fifth, the footage returns striated with white droplets. In the sixth, it returns covered 
with transparent red and green stripes. The nineth, elided, extracts certain shots from the 
sequence “tinted in different colors in a non sequential order.” The eleventh has multi colored 
spots. In the thirteenth, all the faces are discolored. The fourteenth flickers in colors (red, green, 
blue.) In the thirteenth all the faces are discolored. The sixteenth is in sepia, the eighteenth 
flashes, interrupted by two photograms in color negative. The nineteenth is tinted as if by an 
electrical process in a series of two primary colors. The color remains the instrument of 
seriality, but now constitutes its principal weapon. First, the completeness of its lines of attack 
— it disfigures the images considered as motif (attacks 4 and 13); the image considered in its 
temporal dimension as shot (attacks 9 and 18,) in the compositional dimension of its surface 
(attacks 5 and 11); and in its in the material dimension of it’s particular support. Afterwards, 
through the diversity of it’s plastic manifestations: the mark that strikes through the image 
(4,5, 11;) the violation that withdraws (56, 9, 16, 19;) the flash that interrupts (14, 19;) and 



finally, the absence that fades the image (13.) Here, far from decorating the image becomes a 
technique of reduction; color impovrishes the image, hems it in its palce, nails it to it’s nature 
as artiface with small multicolered rivulates. [FIGURE 6] 
 
 

Georges Landow, Film in which there appear sprocket holes, edge lettering, dirt particles etc... (1966) 
 
Artificial Light forms a dyptich with George Landow’s Film In Which There Appear Sprocket 
Holes, Edge Lettering, Dirt Particles, etc … (1966, 5’) A shot of the “China Girl,” that 
anonymous young woman who exhibits the spectrum of primary colors, a feminine 
accessory used to verify color calibration and who is sometimes seen at the beginning of a 
screening as the promise of the film’s arrival and the fugitive memory of the technical labor 
which the film assumes and confronts in the unspooling of all the inperfections that a film is 
suspectible to being altered by and which remind the viewer of it’s material nature. 
Perfeorations, scratches, traces of dust, manual 
graphic marks traced on the film stock. The fetishism of labor and the culture of the defect 
find their modest heroine in the China Girl, star of the laboratory elevated to the dignity of 
originary shot, initiation of initiations, which appeared as the fearless figurative ground 
next to which, in the left part of the frame, time unspools and twists itself. Elsewhere, George 
Landow will recommend that the laboratory record and reproduce the traces (stripes, 
stripes, smudges, and fingermarks) produced by the first passes through the projector of the 
original film so that each projection not only singularizes the film but confirms it’s formal 
proposition by renewing it. Constructivist aggression is thus brought to color stock, ironized 
as an industrial product and plasticized as an artisanal product, to the aid of means that also 
reveal sculpture (hole, hollow relief): such a materiology of unspooling of surfaces had to 
be invented. 

[FIGURE 7] 

Hollis Frampton, Artificial Light (1969)  
 
 
In their minimalist syntax, Frampton and Landow’s films affirmed color’s critical 
function in it’s relation, not so much with mimesis (the traditional role of color in 



the formal history of painting15,) as with the materiality of the cinematographic apparatus. 
Under this heading, the Albert M. Fine’s Readymade (1966) a screening of such of a test color 
strip represents one of the properly inaugurating acts of the Fluxus group. Numerous 
experimental filmmakers would go on to work to deploy, enrich, or increase the precision of 
the plastic and visual potentialities of color as weapon. Carl Brown and Cécile Fontaine’s 
contemporary and antithetical experiments use color as an instance capable of redefining the 
very nature of film--‐ stock, of metamorphosing an optical support into a physical substrate. In 
the same way as the other attacks, Frampton’s color--‐spit rendered the image secondary, it 
found itself strangely buried under the unspooling of the film. With Brown and Fontaine, the 
film--‐work consists in finding a new balance between the analog image and a filmic material 
sculpted by color. Is the image the principal element of the cinema? Where exactly is it to be 
found? Between material and immaterial, continuous and discontinuous — what is its 
substance? Once launched, this common problematic was completely different from one 
experiment to the next. Brown’s art essentially attaches itself to the values and techniques of 
processing and developing. In order to plasticize film, Brown reinvents the procedures and 
tools for printing, calibrating, and drying stock. His chromatic marterial is toner, which he 
sperads on the film in order to leave a trace of the movement of the arm and which through 
principal processes: solarization — a double processing with the inversion of optical values 
— and reticulation: a folding of the gelatin caused by a difference in temerature bewteen the 
two baths. With these techniques, procedures of pure chromatic montage that inscribe 
themselves onto the heart of color themsleves in 
the form of bends, brakes and explosions, Brown exalts what he calls the depravity of toner16. 
Condensation of Sensation (1987, 73’) systematizes the ecriture of processing: on a series of 
filmic utterances shown as loop (found footage of 
industrial images form the 1950s, urban travelling shots, shots describing the stations of 
the cross, deliberately amaturish images of the shooting of a film and touristic views,) 
the color falls like an ineterminable critical rain. It falls softly at first, in the form of 
tint, then thickens, intensifies, opacifies. The phonecian reds mixed with indigo and 
carmine no longer devour the figurative contours, not they 



dialate themselves to the point of burning down in a shot that opposed the proper force of a 
homogenous sheet to that of a savage fragmentation, overlaying a curtain of turned, tint and 
the chromatic figures of discontinuity and the inform, boiling, runs, drooling, puddles and 
stains, and creating movements in relief which ceaslessly push analog images towards an 
abstract depth infront of which color twists itself like molten lava. 

Condensation of Sensation, like other Brown films (such as Re:entry 1990,) or certain 
works that share the same assumptions about plastics, for example, Mark Street’s Echo 
Anthem (1990, 8’,) respects a classical form of narrativity, that of of the voyage. Its 
exploratory progression brings an identifiable type of image (the cliché par excellence) to 
an absolutely unnameable frenetic chromaticity; colors stacked one on top of the other, 
multiplied by each other, without names or even describable movements. A demented 
meldley “between psychedelics and Van Gogh’s canvases17,” as Brown says. The films’ 
profoundly artisanal character determines certain of it’s visual properties: impure, 
ruptured, broken colors that keep the renewed event of their genesis within themselves in 
the form of incessant black or white brilliance, diffuse bursts of light in the dirty toner 
dust, at the same time already converted and still without form, still shadowy, likely to 
evolve into a different shade and bring out a new texture. Meanwhile, chromatic frenzy does 
not constitute an end in itself, as will be seen in favor of a brief return to two sepia analog 
shots, one unframed to the right and the other in the middle of the screen, of 
a figure crossingthe street. Having suspended for a moment the chromatic malstrom 

 

which occupied the field, these two very simple shots become a major cinematic event. 
On the course of the specifically Brownian trajectory of the voyage, 
everything has been crossed and conserved: not to swallow the mimetic, but, as the 
intermittent return of the white screen attests, to assert an actualize the extendible nature of 
the film stock. Carl Brown, who takes up Eisenstein’s project in his own way, describes this 
enterprise as opening up the screen. Yet, it’s less a matter of animating a surface by 
imaginatively opening it to its exterierior than of covering and re--‐covering it so that each 
colored layer, itself mixed an complex, falls under the previous one without cancelling or 
replacing it. It superimposes itself while 



renewing the appearances of the cinematographic material, sometimes fluid to the limits of 
transparency and sometimes so dense and opaque that the color seems to convulsively strangle 
the light in itself. Mixture, interference, entanglement, amalgams, mergers — benzedrine 
montage, as Mike Hoolboom correctly summerizes18. In inventing unkown links to fertilize 
the possible relations between layers and underlayers, Brown waffles the film stock, while 
commuting it’s thickness into depth. 

 
 
[FIGURE 8] 
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Carl Brown, Re : Entry (1990) et Blue Monet (2006) 
 
If, in this enterprise of redefining the support, Brown proceeds by foldings, Fontaine works 
inversely, by peeling. The material and the format of the film, here also found footage, offer 
an area of extraordinarily precise manual experiments which are at the same time ironic. 
Notably, with the aid of scotch tape, the traces of which remain in the film, Fontaine 
decomposes and subdivides color emulsion in its contitutive layers. She unglues, tranports and 
glues collected fragments elsewhere. Cut out, scratched, chiseld, re--‐mounted, the emulsion 
autonomizes and manifests a new relationship with the motif, within which it refuses to 
constitute the simple support of recording, it’s silent blotter. Yann Beauvais, who compares 
Cécile Fontaine’s work to stained glass or marquetery discusses the chromatic results of such 
an analysis of the emulsion, “the degradation of the support assumes the loss of a part of the 
initial information compensated for by the grain and the material that has become living. 
The alteration of one of the layers composing color film stock is accompanied by the 
apparition of the multiple, acceding this to a polyvision which the cineaste knows admirably 
well how to play and which combines the color relations according to bursts that evoke 
Duchamp--‐Villon as much as the Len Lye of Rainbow Dance (1936;) whether we think about 
purple, green and violet golfers of Golf--‐Entretien (1984,) or its pendant, the first part of Two 
Made for TV Films (1986,) 



or of the dancer whose movements will encase one another according to a chromatic 
choreography such as that of Japon Series 19(1991.)” In Cruises (1989, 
10’,) the way Fontaine makes the image float on the plane is thematized by the motif. The 
image finds itself suspended and diluted by three montage processes: first, a braiding 
motifs in four terms, which subtly associate by collage and concatenations shots of a cruise 
in Norway, a German officer’s 1941 film journal, a home movie from the 1950s and US 
comedies of the 1920s. Yann Beauvais untangles the interlacing and shows that the montage 
juxtaposes “territorial 
conquest and tourism.” Unduly occupying space: such is also the formal sense of the second 
type of montage since, in the fullness of the shot, the image appears each time under a 
precarious flap. Patching strips with ragged edges, lacerated with scratches, stained and 
tattooed with diverse graphisms, the image is less visible 
than palpable, it imposes itself much more through its oscillating and fragile character than 
through its analogic dimension. The iconographic field thus created, especially important 
because of its intense internal colors, its electric scars that tailor the space and without 
which the film stock would naturally go towards its complete disintegration. This double 
montage in the thickness and area of the tape thus seems to hold by the grace of a soft 
recurrence, that of a simple pale yellow color, the tone of gamboge, in fact the last of the 
three coats composing the emulsion, which appear under the form of grounds and colors in 
an irregular intermittence in the diversity of figurative sites invented by Fontaine: grounds 
and figures of course, but also fields and contours, layers and under--‐layers, morsels (of 
shot) and scraps (of image.) This color acts on the non--‐image, the least figurative possible 
plastic instance, which minimally maintains the ensemble of other dimensions of the image 
as ensemble and not as a purely heteroclite bunch with only its own variegated rhythm to 
hold it together (a chaotic solution which would be Stan Brakhages’ in Delicacies Of Molten 
Horror Synapse (1991.) Unformed and silent, it serves as glue. Color here is ostensibly old 
fashioned color like that which 
persists in an old analog slide transparency of the analogical image, the past color of an old 
aesthetic unceremoniously reduced to its local state of simple plastic possibility. 



 
 

Such work on color, thrown on the shot like macules or in torrents in order 
 

to to assign the analog image an accessory character, permits the deployment of the custatorial 
privations of chromatic powers. It is not however a plasticism subordinated to manual 
practices, to the extent that the same type of result can be obtained by intervening 
in the heart of analogy itself. Like the thirteenth loop in Artifical Light, or Peter Gidal’s 
Room Film 1973 (1973, 52’), the image is contested from its inside and notably by 
discoloration. Room Film invents the tint of the absence of color and this time the chromatic 
defect gnaws the motif and refolds analogy onto its fantasmatic nature. In Film Print (1974, 
40’,) Peter Gidal, filming black and white photographs with color stock, will seek to 
radically discolor color20. Such might become a principal of rupture between form and it’s 
material, between figure and it’s contour, or again, between the screen and the film projected 
onto it. In a second fold, experimental cinema in effect envisages color less as a polemical 
form than as a formal lever and uses it essentially for its powers of separation. Thus, 
experimental cinema finds the strongest analyses in Treatese On Color, on pages admirably 
entitled “Conditions for he Apparition of Colors21.” There, Goethe shows how, based on the 
principal of refracted color, there is an operation of displacement that makes 

the figure slide on its own limits, the limits on the figure. We will thus formulate our 

fundamental observation as follows, writes Goethe: for colors to appear, figures must be 

displaced. 
 
 
2. Formal Lever 
 
The disjunctive powers of color are for the first time manifest in the form of a sate of 

 

enchantment in Len Lye’s Rainbow Dance (1936, 5,’) which uses a technique which promised 
to fertilize a history, that of the separation of colors. From the organic course, (Tusalava, 
1929), to plastic tracings (Colour Box, 1935,) to nervous impulses (Free Radicals, 1958, 
Particles in Space, 1957.), Len Lye’s cinematographic and sculptural oeuvre devotes itself to 
the problem of movement, movement as 
much psychic as physical, organic, affective or conceptual. Factually, 

 

cinematographic desire came to Len Lye, he says (so was decided film was the thing), 



in a vision that instituted the cinema as clash: “ I saw a stupefying film entitled Pelts And 
Savages, directed by an Australian named Capitan Frank. I suppose this was the first 
documentary, well before Flaherty’s Nanook. It was colored, as I later learned by the firm 
Pathé in Paris.22” The encounter of the documentary image with artificial color obviously 
sounds again in Trade Tattoo (1937), the work of color in 
movement continues in the best known documentaries made by his colleagues at the GOP 
(John Grierson, Basil Wright.) In Rainbow Dance, color is dismantled and reassembled with 
itself. The three filters necessary to the Gasparcolor process being disassociated, one by one 
exposed in front the same setting, each time repainted a different nuance of gray, and then 
superimposed with a slight offset. The chromatic disassociation thus obtained is transcribed 
in terms of metamorphosis: the colored vibration of things (a passer by, an umbrella, a 
street) brings them trace by trace to their euphoric version (a sports player, an umbrella, the 
sea.) Lye, in a text entitled “experiment in color”, promotes the emergence of “a new 
analytic” to account for chromatic phenomena and establishes a direction of colors worked 
in Rainbow Dance23. 

 
“1. Three dimensional colour--‐flow between the colour of moving objects and their back--‐ 
ground — e.g., a hiker changes colour in a natural colour setting of a hilly countryside until 
the colour is abruptly drained out of the hills, a marbled map appearing in the sky, and the 
man altering colour to accent the background change 

 
2. The investing of straight black and white film shots with unnatural colour to emphasise 
any fantasy element it was desired to associate with those shots — e.g., successive sea shots 
were invested with colour so that greens, purples and blues changed the sea into intense 
sunny, twilight and underwater scenes in which hand--‐ painted fish and yachts appear. The 
shots of seas were used to convey colour form 

 
3. The colour in a moving object changing in spatial depths of intensity without the 
moving object in which it is contained shifting in its dimensional plane — e.g., a man in 
movement, contained in a few square yards, undergoes changes of colour densities that 
indicate changes of depth from foreground to infinity. The colour 



focus, although remaining sharp in definition, is at one moment ranged at 'nearness,' in the 
next is ranged on 'infinity' with the man and the background remaining on a steady spatial 
plane. 

 
4. Coloured objects splitting up into parts of themselves so that they become echoes of their 
movement and dominant colour — e.g., a man jumping through the air leaves successive 
images of himself behind, which retain elements of his colour and when the images 
disappear he assumes a different colour. 

 
5. Pure colour sensation — e.g., rainbow shapes float upwards in movement while the 
divisions of colour alter--‐ nate exactly in time to strong rhythmic music. Vibrant colour 
spots are then fluttered over the rainbows to create further sensational stimuh. 

 
6. 'Sour' colour is used as an offset to bright 'saturation' of colour — e.g., natural black 
and white shots of a girl's head were falsified by using negative densities of the photo 
which were then invested with muddy browns and neutral colours to intensify the 
brightness of the rainbows which succeed this scene.” 

 
[FIGURE 10] 

 
 

Len Lye, Rainbow Dance (1936) 
 
 
 
 
 
In Len Lye, the separation of colors favors an overflowing figurativity that multiplies 

phenomena by themselves and overturns the relationships between figure and ground to 

create a topography of the dynamic and the unstable. It has proved a fecund overflowing. 

In a film by Chris Welsby, chromatic disassociation renews the representation of time: 

Colour Separation (1975, 2’30,) a maritime film in which the three filters used to color 

the black and white film, cyan, yellow and magenta, are applied to the same seascape, but 

at different times. This temporal shift complicates itself with a figurative scission since 

moving motifs and still motifs are also treated in differential manners: the chromatic 

separation was applied to mobile elements (boats and waves) and still motifs (earth, 



damn) are thus rendered in “natural colors.” Chris Welsby commented on the result: “the 

overall ‘colour balance of each completed image was radically altered by light changes 

which took place whilst the photographs were being made. By slowing down the process 

of taking these colour photographs, it was possible to record a series of complex events 

within a single image 24.” In the absence of the film, one can only dream of the visual 

effects produced by the colored scintillations of time sojourning between the fixed points 

of the shore25. 

 
The classical form of the landscape still constitutes a privileged field for 

chromatic separation in Arthur et Corinne Cantrill’s Island Fuse (1971, 11’.) The 

Cantrills artisanally elaborate their colors by means of a system of filters of fantastical 

tints that produce the singular effect of an opaque fluorescence26. These virulent reds, 

greens and yellows arbitrarily color certain rages of the image, itself shown sometimes in 

positive, sometimes in negative, saturating the black and white and corroding the rest. 

Supernatural tints, chromatic separation and contrasting superimpositions tear the 

phenomena to their contours, identifying them with explosions and lightning strikes. Here 

color participates in an exercise of figural disassembly in alliance with speed, which also 

proceeds by shifting. The shots are accelerated, slowed down, reversed and spun, — the 

interference between motifs finds itself at its height. Very slowly Island Fuse reveals it’s 

figurative project. The montage, that is the game of color and speed, is an atomic bomb 

that has would have fallen on every shot -image of the sea, cliff, forest or jungle —would 

have irradiated each shot and abandoned its deformed reflections intercut with white 

flashes to go exercise it’s ravages elsewhere. The relation between figural disassembly 

and the motifs it treats varies greatly from one object to anther. Irradiating images of the 

sea, color transforms the waves in a timeless storm, produced without a wind. Here 

disfiguration sublimates the phenomenon. But, in the recurring shot of a little man cutting 

a branch and then jumping at the base of a sort of giant eucalyptus, phenomenality 

persists. The different speeds of the shot, the differential speeds of the apparition of red, 

the oniric coloring turning the image, the zoom before which it receeds, the reversed 

projection, the out of focus – everything cinematographic advances itself in a dispersed 

order and even more impeccably, shift after shift, to kneed the shot, to track it and reveal 



within it what one doesn’t see at first, that it is a at the same time a farce and an 

proposition of scientific anthropology founded on the observation of gesture : the descent 

of the little man and a monkey who climbs back up on his tree. The phenomenon lifts its 

contrary, the event consolidates itself in the unformed — this forced animal id is the 

figure of an after of destruction. Island Fuse, film of annihilation, in the depths of 

disfiguration shows itself to be at the same time optimistic. 

 
The disjunctive power of color doesn’t only express itself by means of chromatic 

separation and on the terrain of the figurative. In the rigorous work of Malcolm Le Grice, 

color serves as a lever for disuniting from categories and apparently equivalent plastic 

phenomenon. Le Grice’s films are conceived of for poly-projection and the simultaneous 

confrontation of sequences in which speed and color are treated differentially; their 

mono-projective versions radicalize the properties of superimposition. Le Grice describes 

his masterpiece Berlin Horse (1970, 9’), originally intended as a three screen projection. 

“Berlin Horse is the synthesis of a number of works which explore the transformation of 

the image by re-filming from the screen and by complex printing techniques. There are 

two original sequences: a bit of primitive newsreel and a section of 

8mm film shot in Berlin a village in North Germany. The 8mm material was is re-filmed 

in various ways from the screen onto 16mm, and that is used for permutative 

superimposition and colour treatment in the printer. The music is composed by Brian Eno 

and, like the elements of the image, explores off-setting loops with each other so that 

their phases shift27.” Like all of the cinema of loops, Berlin Horse rests on an initial 

distinction between image (the motif, a simple support for reprocessing) and the shot 

(material and temporal qualities of the subjectile, become subject.) Two images allow for 

the exploration of two complimentary states of cinematographic space: that of a horse 

trotting in a circle around a long elaboration of centripetal spatiality, and that of a horse 

galloping at an oblique angle out side of a stable, on a centrifugal spatiality. In both cases 

the human form leading the animal is minorized —erased, vacillating at the edge of 

disappearance as if it were also part of an enterprise of figural liberation. In the same way 

as in Aristotle, the study of animal movement precedes the study of the dislocation of 

their limbs. Here the motoricity of the figure determines its appearance28. Symmetrically



with this work on the place of the motif within the field, Le Grice puts back into play the 

place of the image with respect to the screen: by including shots of the horse re-filmed 

from the bias, at once slightly unframed and foreshortened, he creates anamorphic effects 

of the image and transposes the dialectic of the centripetal and the centrifugal onto the 

dimension of the screen surface. After credits scratched onto the film stock, the first horse 

appears in negative black and white, finds itself submitted to different frame rates and 

superimposed on its positive version. The visual treatment releases the effects of 

abstraction, it lights an aura. This results at the same time from various visual 

manifestations (aureole, shadow, fade to white when the animal cannot be distinguished 

from the surface, later chromatic traces) and from a generalized cinematic 

“estrangement.” We obviously think of the Muybridge’s original horses, no longer 

observed, as physiological movement, but as a morphological plasticity. Fabricated with 

filters in the optical printer, a luminescent color selectively animates certain parts of the 

negative or positive image in blue, yellow, pink, or red; and superimposing different 

frame rates, various states of the image, various colors. Diverse superimpostions slowly 

disengage from another image, which confusingly remains the same: a horse running 

away in front of smoke which might be fire, and this attempt at identification that allows 

above all the contestation of habitual links between phenomena and the agreed nature of 

substances will be irredeemably undone. Edited with itself, edited with its other, the motif 

of the little dialectical horse confuses the antagonistic spatialities of cinema (the 

centripetal and the centrifugal for what concerns the motif, the expansive and the 

retractile for what concerns the shot) and presents itself as the polychromatic shadow of 

another equine, the allegorical horse of Victor Sjöström’s Wind (1928) which galloped in 

superimposition in the granular texture of the image. The impossible animal of Berlin 

also harvests in its movement the spatial plasticities and all forms of appearance (positive, 

negative same, other, anamorphosis, metamorphoses, superimposition, disappearance) but 

does not absorb the materiality of devouring color, the storm, the breaths, the puffs, the 

swell the hot ground speeds. We always see the same space, constituted as a universe of 

synthetic figurality and pivoting on its contours, but never the same surface indefinitely 

altered by the metamorphoses of textures, of composition and predictability due to winds 

of color. Insofar as it reveals itself to be syncretic, as 



permanent as it is open, as it is unlimited in the figuration of the shimmering of the empty 

and the full, of the form and the reserve, the tactile and the optical, the frontal and the 

bias, the simple and the superimposed — that is, a syncresis in the unstoppable dimension 

of the film image, in its pure instantaneity. Berlin Horse thus unglues the plastic surface 

from the three subjectile instances (the film, the screen, the projected shot) and shows 

how, in the image, what moves the most is not the motif, nor the understood, nor the 

speed, but this plastic surface. Le Grice opposes a conception of the image thought 

starting from the frame, like a dialectic of the infinite and the limit, to a conception of the 

image thought on the basis of montage. The classical antagonism between centripetal and 

centrifugal shots inscribes itself in a more deeply cinematographic paradigm, which 

associates a plastics of overlap (visual and mental superimpositions of the image, in space 

and time) and a plastics of the otherwise (unique character of filmic manifestations in the 

surface and of speed.) Berlin Horse defines cinema as a dialectic between, on the one 

hand, resemblance (between two horses, two spatialities, two speeds, two regimes of the 

image …. And their reciprocal multiplication) that associates the same and other; and on 

the other hand resemblance which dissembles, which bring phenomena to an economy of 

identity and of relation only in order to retain only discontinuous nature, instantaneous, 

figurative. True dialectic, which seeks resemblance never acquired between a horse and 

the form of a horse; a damaged pictorial layer can lift itself from it’s support because of 

humidity, the frame rate comes unglued from accumulation; what seemed indissociable, 

color represented in catastrophe , distinguishes it. 

 
[FIGURE 11] 

 
Malcolm Le Grice, Berlin Horse (1970) 

 
Le Grice’s Threshold is a great action film. Conceived of to be projected on up to 7 

screens, it is present in three parts, each of which each one finds a singular plastic 

movement with which to differentiate two synonymous forms: the edge and the limit. 

Without describing the film in its very rich visual detail, let us summarize its means and 

what is at stake in each of its panels. In the first an abstract flicker of color (red, green, 

white, the tones of which are exactly those of optical tests at the optometrist) and non- 

colors (here, black,) emphasize the vertical unspooling of the film and progressively 



inverts the relations between the frame and the field. The black, graphic representative of 

the frame, and thus of the technical limits of representation, is attracted by the counter- 

shot, gets close to it, installs itself and, from vertical stripes becomes a puddle without 

form, fragilized by colors. Inversely, these colors initially appear as breaths and storms 

and then, without stiffening, organize themselves into vertical ribbons. What is above and 

below them? Colors or black ground? The colors end up devouring their out of focus, the 

black vestige issued by their frame, they transpierce it from behind, the colors make the 

format an area and not a zone. In the second part of the film a motif enters. An image of 

police and others in front of a building, a scene at the same time typical and indefinable, 

is included in the negative, irradiated and then multiplied in colored superimpositions. At 

the center, at the same time that the image doesn’t move, the policeman seems to 

interminably direct himself towards a door29 because of the shifting superimpositions, 

flicker and loop effects. A double passage to the limit: objectively fixed, the shot is 

driven by a plasticism with kinetic virtues. And especially, the contours of things, 

decomposed by superimpositions, are not longer equivalent to their limit. The phenomena 

are somehow prolonged and put together selvedge to selvedge, to the point of pouring 

themselves one into the other. It produces confusion, a visual hesitation between the 

figure and space, unlimited by their edges. The third screen synthesizes the two previous 

ones and adds to them a geometricism of concentric circles and ovals undulating on the 

surface. These vertiginous targets fulfill several functions. They form a pendant to the 

vertical black stripes of the first part; after the chromatic abstraction and the figurative 

scene, they introduce a third register to the image, geometric abstraction; in stead of 

stabilizing representation through fixed points, they contribute to the vacillation of the 

surface and the depth, complicating the superimpositions even more. Final fireworks: all 

alternates vividly, in jerks and jolts, positive, negative, color overlays, monochrome 

flicker, hypnotic ripples. Finally, the police scene, in negative, is eaten by the colors; 

nothing remains but shadows. Threshhold ends on a red monochrome. The only 

comparable moment in the cinema is the sequence of the cream separator in The General 

Line where Sergei M Eisenstein, seeking to integrate and out-do the acomplishments of 

the Suprematism, mounted together figurative forms (descriptive and metaphorical 

narratives) and forms fo abstraction (geometric, graphic and conceptual) to enlarge and 



open cinematographic figuration. But, where Eisenstein edits accoring to conflicts in 

succession (successivity), Le Grice works through shifts in the simultaneous; where 

Eisenstein subordinates plastic inventiveness to a demonstration without remainder (fully 

manifesting the notion of development,) Le Grice always looks for overflow. Here, 

Treshold poses the problem of the nature of an event (an act, a relation, any apparition 

whatsoever : this is why it’s the action film par excellence,) and, in seeking each time the 

limit of pehenomena, whether they are figurative, geometrical, or abstract. In putting 

contour on contour, color on color, light on light, it discovers their proundly unformed 

character. Nonetheless, it’s almost by addition that cinematography tells us something so 

important about the world, that it has turned itself into an optical phenomenology. Le 

Grice claims not to think about the formal qualties of cinema from the point of view of 

projection. The principal of overflow applies itself from elsewhere to the economy of his 

work itself insofar as film gives way, in the 1970s to performance. Matrix (1973) uses 

colored projection in order to differenciate the screen as a recepticial. Deke Dusinberre 

reports this experience: “Matrix is a film for six screens, six loops of colored film from 

the optical printer. Each screen is divided into two by black 8mm masks (printed on the 

stock during processing) and the colours are spaced by black photograms: twelve behind 

the visual pulsation thus created. But these tweleve areas behind do not feel neutral, in so 

far as, over the course of the performance, Le Grice manipulates the projectiirs so that the 

images overlap or cover each other. Starting with a normal image on a single screen 

enlarged in extentsion, deploying six pairs of images and then contracting and shrinking 

the space to return to a “normal” screen size. The superimposition of colored loops 

produces the complex chromatic and rhythmoc compositions, and the space of the 

screeen isn’t admitted as already given but used according to needs.” Dusinberre finds 

an activation of the conventionally passsive screen surface by the chromatic projections. 

If Le Grice distinguished the receptical (passive) and the subjectile (active) using 

chromatic multiplication, Giovanni Martedi, at the same time, questioned the format by 

proceeding via reduction. In Film sans caméra F. S. C. n°1 (1974, 11’), Martedi sticks 

bits of scotch tape on a transparent support, while operating a triple reduction. First the 

transparence of the film stock completely confuses it with the white screen, as soon as 

nothing is colored on the support, we see the screen itself, in whole or in part. This 



equivalence is favored by the vertical form of the stripes which underlines the scrolling 

technique. At the end of the film, meanwhile, the stripes fragment themselves into 

squares and diamonds and, in favor of this simple processes, the film stock seems to 

suddenly scroll the other way. It goes horizontally and not continuously but with a fine 

pulsation. Then a reduction of the format: the scotch tape, end of gelatin and plasters, 

glued or scratched, unique or multiple, homogenous or differentiated by various traits, 

monochrome or decorated, just as complex and numerous as they appear, never 

occupying all of the film (the eternity of the film,) as soon as a stripe enlarges to the 

dimensions of the screen, invests it and threatens to cover it, it is suppressed and 

disappears. The effect obtained isn’t exactly that of narrowing the screen in the simple 

dimensions of the surface occupied by color; much more so, the very idea of a format 

becomes more supple, the format of the image sees itself delivered and its technical 

determinations (frames and successive processing of the stock, the projector, the screen) 

and results more subtly in a dialectic between the full and the empty, color and the 

diaphanous, the reserve and the flat. These possibilities of format just as soon undo 

themselves. We see here frayed, partial images in irregular mosaics, a geometry without a 

name. The continuous iteration of this heavy angle invents for itself alone a new kind of 

montage: the cut. Finally, the third reduction tends to reduce to poverty the means used: 

12 meters of celuloid a little pinkish plaster make us, and we discover an extravagant 

beauty in industrial colors. 

 

 
 
First publication: “ Couleur critique (Expériences chromatiques dans le cinéma contemporain) ” 
in La couleur en cinéma, Paris/Milan, Cinémathèque française/Mazzotta, 1995. 
 



 
1 “The camera is therefore felt for good reasons. The alternation of different lenses, a 25mm and a 300mm 
on the same face; the proliferation of zoom shots, with their long lenses and focus that sticks to things 
dilating them like excessively leavened bread; the continuous, constant, faux-accidental back-lighting that 
dazzles the camera; hand-held camera movements; the more sharply focused tracking shots; the editing 
distorted for expressive reasons; irritating opening shots; interminable pauses on the same image, etc.;— 
this entire technical code came into being almost out of impatience with the rules, out of a need for 
irregular and provocative freedom, our of an otherwise authentic and delicious enjoyment of anarchy. But 
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